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them were well prepared and had wide knowledge they might be able to build a real

civilation. Again, no could tell for sure that he would not be one of the

survivors. If we could he sure of such a holocause ten years from now, that might

he all the more reason xt to get become more thoroughly prepared toady.

I would like to make a comparison between conditions today and those in the

beginning of the Dark Ages. Yet we must remember that things could move a great

deal faster today then they did '{ then. Those people came afoot or on ws horseback.

Today they might come in tic tanks or in planes.

While we are spending billions in a iXxxtx the race to get men on
were are

the moon the Russians are making us think that they were interested in beating ILS to

that, but actually they are spending their effort in developing satellites that can

go above us and be prepared to drop bombs on us when ordered to do so, and thus to

attempt to bring us under their subjection.




fifth sixti
I would like to learn more about the history of the 5th and 6th centuries A.?.

and see how the Dark Ages came. There are many parallels to conditions today,

although of course there are many differences.

I was once very much interested in looking at the volume of Schaff's Chu-ih

History that is entitled "300 to 600 A.?." 300 to 600 A.fl. JActually the

next one starts at 590 because there were a nurther of things that happened between

590 and 600 that were important as leading up to what followed. So it might have

been better to call this volume 300 to 590 A. P. Mx xMRak "300 to 590.!t

However, as I went through the hook I looked at all the matters that were dated

anywhere between 300 and 460, and then I looked for matters dated between 460 and
9/10th

600. I believe that I found that at least/9I39J of the events referred to had

occurred in the first 55% of the time 4 while the last 45% of the time really had

very little told about it in the hook. Actually we don't know a great deal about

what happened during those days. Was it about 420 (or some such date) when the

Romans withdrew their troops from Britain? After that I believe for about 150

years we have no record or events in Britain at all. We know of course txXi that the

Britons with the Roman army removed, felt themselves at the mercy of the Scots
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